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1. Approach

We propose a perceptually plausible mechanism for
symmetry detection in natural images that consists of two
steps: 1) A fast attentional step that creates a symmetry
attention map followed by 2) a robust symmetry detection
step that uses image edge statistics. The input is an image
edge map, Ie, and the final output is a set of symmetry axes
A = {a1, . . . , aS} with ai = ((xi, yi), oi) (centroid loca-
tion and orientation) for the ith symmetry axis.

1.1. Attention From Symmetry

Motivated by recent findings indicating that humans are
attracted to symmetrical regions more easily than non-
symmetric ones, our approach begins by computing a sym-
metry attention map that indicates where in the image
is likely to contain symmetry. Given a image patch c
containing |Q| edges, we create a histogram: hc(k) =
#{∠Q ∈ bin(k)} where bin(k) denotes an orienta-
tion bin with k ∈ [0, π] radians. We check for lo-
cal symmetry per patch by selecting bins from oppos-
ing angles ho({k1, · · · , ko−1}) and its symmetric counter-
part h′o({kO, · · · , ko+1}), via their χ2 distance: dχ2(o) =
χ2(ho({k1, · · · , ko−1}), h′o({kO, · · · , ko+1})) for the o ∈
O orientation. Using the distance, we then compute the
the symmetry distance per patch via: dsym = 1 −
argmino∈O(dχ2(o))/n. We repeat this comparison over
patches of different sizes and extract the maximum dsym per
patch over scales to yield the final symmetry attention map.
To make the χ2 comparisons fast in practice, we precom-
pute the histograms over all O orientations via the method
of Summed Area Tables (integral images).

1.2. Robust Symmetry Detection

Given the symmetry attention map, we apply a non-
maxima suppression to obtain a set of fixation points F =
{f1, . . . , fp} that are associated with a potential symmet-
ric object. To extract these regions accurately, we use the
fixation-based segmentation method of Mishra et al. [3] to
obtain a set of foreground segmentation S = {s1, . . . , sp}

that is used as input in this step. We want to obtain for each
si with dimensions |X| × |Y | (width, height), the best sym-
metry axis ai = ((xi, yi), oi), (xi, yi, oi) ∈ (X,Y,O) pa-
rameterized by its centroid location and orientation. For ef-
ficiency, we show that by relaxing the geometric constraints
of a real symmetry, we are able to decouple the search
in 2D parameter space into two equivalent and fast 1D
searches (orientation followed by translation). For each pa-
rameter, we estimate a probability distribution of edge ori-
entations/counts and compare these distributions robustly
via an efficient EMD-L1 [1] measure. This yields a fi-
nal set of N axes As = {a1, . . . , aN}. We score each
axis in As via a hough-voting scheme Ls(·) using sym-
metric SIFT keypoints of Loy and Eklundh [2] and obtain
the final symmetry axis ai that has the maximum score:
ai = argmaxLs(As).

2. Results
We demonstrate quantitatively the performance of our

approach by comparing it with the state of the art symme-
try detection approach of Loy and Eklundh [2] over sev-
eral symmetry detection datasets with the same evaluation
criterion suggested by [4]. In general, our approach tends
to have the same precision as [2] at low-recalls but outper-
forms it at high-recalls. This improvement is due to the
preselective symmetry attention stage that enables the sec-
ond step of the approach to detect the strongest symmetries
within the image. Additionally, as our method uses robust
statistics that compares edges and orientations, it is also less
sensitive to textureless regions which does not contain any
discernible matching keypoints that [2] relies.
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